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Melissa Stevens()
 
Hello writers,
I'm Melissa and I love to write a lot whether writing for school, poems and  my
teachers are amazed that I take it very seriously when it comes to my work. I
write poems about my dreams, events of my life, bringing awareness and other
things. The reason I got to writing poems because it's makes me to feel alive,
happy and it's a healthy way to express my emotions.
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A 1993 Story
 
Can you imagine life without color, looking up all you could see black and white
skies like you see on television
Not much air to breathe, our lungs are with toxic
The cloudy sky is like a ocean full with polluted air, smelling chemicals day and
night
Everyone is dying these days
Only a few trees but they are also dying too
 
If there was a way, we could build things like houses, schools, stores and
planting more trees
Or helping with wildlife shelter, we need to end this suffer
Losing their jobs and home, put on the streets
Starving for help, we need a miracle to happen
Walking down the street, seeing families close to together for warmth
 
No art was being made which mean't no life in the world like we just like zombies
Looking for food
Kids looking for education, to do something great in the world
 
Days are passing by but it feels like years
Slowly dying, still seeing black and white
Many stores were out of business due to lack of our money
Banks could no longer be trusted
And also having stock market crash down on us
 
But one sunny day, seeing a sign says Tree Army
It needed male workers to help with the flood control, planting trees, build things
and help with wildlife shelters
My eyes lighten up when I saw this, I couldn't believe it
It's like my prayers were getting answered that I'm going to turn out just fine
Getting free food, a place to stay and clothes
 
But the thing I saw men died all the time when they were building bridges
One slip and you're dead
 
I was definitely right for this job, I had been climbing trees since I was a brave,
little boy
I became the man of the house and taking care of my mother when my father
left us
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One thing that kept me alive and strong is to not have fear especially death
I thank the Lord for showing me the way and facing difficult along the way
Give kindness throughout your day, help someone out today
 
Melissa Stevens
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A New Place
 
Moving into a new house, getting late
Can't sleep, what's going to happen
Putting Jesus all over the house
But I'm still worrying, if someone going to break in
No, but I'm letting the negative having a hold of me
My mind is thinking too much but no room to sleep
 
When is morning going to come?
It's dark and scary, why am I thinking about this too much
Please calm me down, my mind is not in the right place
A new place, it's feels like the room is heating up or is it just me?
I need some sleep but my mind wanders too much
No room to sleep
After a couple minutes staring all around me back at the ceiling
Somehow I eventually calm down and fall to asleep, thank the Lord
 
Melissa Stevens
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Almost Died
 
Once your time is out, falling in the midst of the sea
Landing up on shore, where am I?
Am I dead?
Wandering on the island for hours almost feels like going in circles
Searching for shelter and food but no luck
 
Is this what dead feels like, all alone
A place you want to be but soon to starved and get sick
The clouds are getting gloomy by every minute
I better find a shelter quick or something that I cover my head
Time is running out, gotta to do something quick
 
Seeing a boat close by the shore
Running towards to it but there's a shadow right next to small brown boat
What am I supposed to do now, it almost going to start to rain
I have no moment to lose but I can't just stand here either
 
I grab the boat but the shadow trying to get hold of it
Let go, you have no control of me
The dark shadow vanished in the sea
Is he going to flood the island?
I look at the sky, there's a hand reaching out for me
There's was a soft voice in my head
Reach for it and you will be safe
 
Melissa Stevens
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Almost Feels Like Heaven
 
Open wide sky
While the birds chirping along the sky, way up there
The sky is still cloudy as usual but I don't mind
I enjoy the rain and the cloudy days, the sweet sound of rain falling towards to
the rounded Earth from delightful, cloudy sky
Above our heads, every time I look at the clouds that covers up the Heavens with
showers that brings joyment to our lives
It makes my day just seeing and admiring dusky, gray sky, a hint of darkness
 
Underneath the rainfall with a flood of grey looking clouds, other people enjoy
the raining days
With a shower that floods their souls with peaceful and happiness
While the other hand, some people doesn't really care all that much
But I do, feeling the cold breeze that's coming from outside
 
Laying down on my warm, comfy bed looking out the outside window, admiring
the beautiful gray sky
Almost sleeping away but I would rather take a nice walk with my warm-hearted
mixed dog
A half chow chow and german shepard dog that makes a great guard dog and a
loving dog
 
The leaves from the trees moves to a rhythm to a bit from the cold breeze and a
soft touch of little wind
The cold, cloudy days brings peaceful, happiness and a hint of darkness
Without the sun warming up the open wide sky including the Earthy ground
Also brighten up the sky, a ocean of sunlight
 
The soft, fluffy birds wings that opens up to the sky, way up there
Freedom and peaceful at last
Also horses represent freedom and power, I grew up seeing beautiful, unique
horses all day since I live way out here
But didn't claim own a horse but I have would loved to
 
 
The cold breeze whistles a soft tune, a piano playing soft notes
A beautiful, loving song that keeps on playing but doesn't yet  bore me
In fact this probably the best I have written about rain
But before that I couldn't write a single yet poem
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Without seeing and admiring the beautiful, dusky that floods the sky with grey
looking clouds
 
Doesn't matter to me if it brings thunder or lightening up the sky with a touch of
zig zag lights up the dark, dusky sky
Without the sun drawn on me it's brightness
It's bringing happiness and peaceful that calms me like floating on a beautiful,
clear, moving water
Floating to somewhere almost like Heaven
This is what I been waiting for, take me way up there to the soothing sky
 
Melissa Stevens
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Blazing Escape
 
Blazing, barely breathing
Where is the exit?
The time is running out, need some oxygen quick
Some of doors are blocked, barely can lift them up
I look at the window, trying to get it open
When I did, some what a fall drop
 
Time is running out, I gotta do something quick
Fall or die in blazing flame
I fall towards to the ground but someone catch me
I look at the person in the eyes
Before I could say anything, the person put me down on the ground
Vanished without a trace
 
Melissa Stevens
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Bumpy Ride
 
Where is she?
There are no signs to find her
My gas is almost empty but yet the car keeps going
Where am I, so lost out of nowhere
It keeps raining but it doesn't stop
So confused, but don't want to ask for directions
But how can I find her?
If I don't know where she is at
 
Please my love, come back to me
I want to give you something
Something important that means a lot
It's my broken heart that needs your love to fill it up
Just like filling gas up in a car
 
Babe you're the reason I keep going
But all of suddenly you left
But why did you do that?
Without you I feel lost and incomplete
I need you more than anything, you're the most important to me
 
Please babe, come back to me
I'm still driving but yet it so foggy
Oh babe, clear the path for me
Am I going to wrong street?
I can't see anything, my headlights are broken
Feeling something bumpy on the road, checking what I hit
I can't believe my eyes, what have I done?
 
Melissa Stevens
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Caring For A New Pet
 
Sun shining, with hopes and dreams
But more hoping to it
Soft as a dog's fur
Fluffy as polar bear's fur
Munching on carrots, feed me
Full of energy, hoping to a spot to another
Touch me just like a dog loves to be pet
Do you think you can catch me?
You better not use me for one of those experiments, to test makeup products on
us or any other animals
If so, I'll hop right out of your sight
Would you be the one to adopt me?
Care for me and love me
Play with me, give me toys
When the sun goes down, show me where's my comfy bed
I'll see you bright in the morning
 
Melissa Stevens
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Dark, Gloomy Day
 
The rain stop falling but you haven't
Hanging out with your typical jock
Knock knock, come out or be punished
Who's doing all the crimes, looking at each other
Running outside, oh babe I fall into a puddle
Picking you right up, holding you close for a second
But pulling away
Looking down, seeing my reflection
But I'm no different, just myself
But baby doll, you took a peek
What you actually look like
Seeing your reflection, your once pretty green eyes turn to pitch black
Another second peek, eyes still blackened just like your soul becoming
 
Melissa Stevens
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Darkness Hides Us All
 
Why own a gun, what you need protection
From who?
Is it yourself
Oh are you trying to run away from your problems, I'm here for you
You wanna hear something
Ain't making more trouble but you gotta face your problems
No more believing thinking you are drowning in depression
Whatever your case is
 
Stop believing those thoughts, that's not who you are
It's not you who thinking that
If you own a gun, giving up way too easy
If you load the bullets, you're going to hurt yourself many times
Each one hurts more than first
 
You wanna know who I'm writing this poem for
It's for you, the nest time you think your life sucks or want to end your life
You will be heading down to where all the darkness lives at
Sins will keep piling up at your front door
Quick stop at the bathroom
Take a good look at yourself in the mirror
You're becoming a different person
Have I got your attention yet
Still think you're okay
 
Oh you think that kitty with a closed mouth is innocent you see in every store
Think again, open up your eyes
Witchcraft has a good job hiding themselves
Or the music you listen to
Pay close attention to lyrics
Don't think it means something
Your ears don't want to hear this
It might sound good to you, but it's brainwashing you
If you don't want to take my word for it
Trust me, I been there before
 
It can actually take your life away
Doing bad things, trying to kill yourself couple times
Close calls, almost getting hit by another car
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When I was a little girl, always getting this thoughts about terrible things
 
Last summer, hearing satan told me I want this body now
Or letting a guy used you, keep going for more
Or smoking in a midst of chemicals at the age fourteen
But Lord saved me from all that
What are you doing to yourself, is this what you want
Don't let your life slip away
Take control of your life, watch what you are doing to yourself
 
Melissa Stevens
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Facing Fears
 
I don't want to keep dreaming about this mom, is this some kind of lesson
Get out you need to do this
After I got out, she locked the doors and left
A dark night, walking alone
I have a bad feeling about this, oh what I'm doing here
Can I just wake up
But I can't, no matter how hard I try
A old, fat man is trying to get on top of me
It doesn't make any sense, why she would put me in this kind of situation
But I don't have a much of a choice
Using my strength to take him off me
Putting my fingers in his eyes, pressuring it down
Eyes bleeding down on his face
A door that leads to somewhere
The moment I opened the door, there she is waiting for me
 
Melissa Stevens
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Fire Spark Starts To Fade Away
 
A picture that says 1,000 words, to describe, to feel
To think, remembering that moment as my last
Last to fill my emptiness
Soon pictures starts to erase, the moments, the love
Love soon to break, filing a divorce
What happen to spark soon to fade away
 
My emotions starts to delete, we know it from the start
Won't work out, here we are in the court room
Money you spend on isn't really necessary
Drunken beer all day, telling you quit isn't enough
One day we will fully gone in our separate ways
Love soon to break, everything starts to erase
When that day comes, either one of us is going to leave
Forever gone
 
Melissa Stevens
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Gambling Love
 
Have you ever felt like a slave, felt voiceless
Couldn't stand up to him, well I felt that way
The way he made me felt was totally unacceptable
Even though part of me wanted to talk to him but on other hand I was doing my
best to avoid him
I don't care if you have a crush on me, but that's not a way to treat a girl like
that
If I was a guy, treating her that she the most important to me and wouldn't
cheat on her
But you cheat on your girlfriend many times, still dating her
Didn't give a crap about anyone but her
You can't have two girls at once, little player
Just like your older brother, taught some tricks
You know where you're going to end up little boy, in the trash where all your sins
are at
Your playing days are over, you lose
Those cards you call friends isn't going to help you in life, thinking how they want
sea a girl up
You think everyone on your side just because you're funny and stupid at the
same time
But boy let me tell you being funny isn't going to cover your actGetting loose on
a dance floor where all girls don't care if they going to get used
You keep doing your own thing, I'm getting too deep, pulling me close
But I rather get loose, tell someone that I like him but isn't you player
Baby did I hurt your feelings that you call bottled up inside
Waiting to explode, baby you're not the guy for me
I already got my eyes on this one guy
 
Melissa Stevens
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I'M Gone Now
 
Closing my brown eyes, trying to forget what you have done to me
Touching me everywhere, trying to get away from you
But no matter how hard I try, I'm just a weak, young, girl
You humiliate me so much, using me and pretending you like me
Everyone is laughing at me now
Trying to save myself but I was too late
 
Breaking in my house, taking me away from loved ones
Locking me up in your basement, all my joy went out to front door leaving me
behind
You took my innocence away from me that unforgettable night
Screaming but no one can hear me now, I want to get out
Feeling like a slave who is dying inside, locked in cage
It feels like a nightmare that I can never wake up from
Trying to get out but you pulled me away
 
How long can I live from this, getting ill by every minute goes by
Suffering inside, wanted to explode
I ain't the sweet girl that I used to know
You took that away from me
You gave me scars, no matter how hard I try to forget
You done unspeakable things to me behind those closed doors
Took it to extremes, oh I have been missing for weeks
 
Every time I look at myself in the mirror, I'm becoming a different person
I ain't the girl I used to be
Is this what I become
You took it all way from me now
 
My sins are piling at the front door
Trying to get out but you grab me by arm
Leaving bruises, what am I supposed to do now
I have no more options but to end my life
But that's a sin
Are you there God?
 
Melissa Stevens
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It's Your Day
 
Another year, another day
Is more presents and affection
Love can be expensive gift, need communication and caring
But I'm sorry sister, I couldn't be there even though I wanted to
But it's fine, birthday comes every year
Another year, another day
 
I'm glad, I have you as my sister, you're so sweet and beautiful
Sometimes you don't listen to me even though I'm right
Telling you shouldn't put old makeup on you, causing irration the next day
 
You have your whole life right in front of you, go out there and have fun
Every time I sleep at your house, it's always fun time even though I might be
sleepy sometimes
Sister, you're so talent and creative at baking
Making pinatas and bracelets, go out there and explore
Whole life right in front of you
Today is your day, make a wish
 
Melissa Stevens
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Lost In Sea
 
I look down on sea
Open wide, chewing on their prey
Nature takes it's own course
Time has come, to be gone
Time flees by so fast
Here I am, an old guy
Spending quality time with my wife
Out on the ocean, in a sailboat
Sailing away, whatever like takes us
Ocean is like life, people all around you
Searching for something, either it could be love or something else
Or both on the way
Looking back, having twins
One joyful and adventurous
Other one lost in sea, no near to be found
Gone forever, never really enjoy life what it is
Try to stop her before making that bad choice
Pushing me away, trembling down a hill
I glance over the sea, falling down
My time has come and I must go now
 
Melissa Stevens
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Music Starts Playing
 
Play me like strings on your guitar
Tune in my body
Baby can you feel vibration of my body, a soothing tone that you are playing
I could just play for hours and hours, it makes me feel alive and happy
Almost like my life is complete
When I play the strings, it sounds like rain falling
At first it soft but then it gets louder as storm continues
Almost like a beat on the drums
As rain drops fall to the ground
Hitting on the drums, softer to louder
Play me, music is to express ourselves
The sound of music, closing my eyes
Pretending we are somewhere else
Somewhere we can all dance to, moving our hips to side to side
Feel the music, it tells you a story
Or somewhere working out our bodies
Burning the calories, feeling the beat of the music
But I'm somewhere else where a note keeps on playing
Staying at one spot
Play me
 
Melissa Stevens
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My Childhood Friend
 
All alone, in a empty house
Where is my parents?
Looking around the house seems dead maybe just like me
When I was growing up, always getting abused and rape
That word shivers up to my skinny spine, I don't recall having any friends or
anyone to sit by me
But guys would walk up to me, steering up trouble
Laughing at me, taking advantage of me
A sea of problems, but don't recall getting any help
 
I can't remember anything about my parents, why the house is empty just like a
circus
A passion of hate, every time I go to the circus
Flashbacks those bad times at the circus
I still get rape there by clowns and lowlifes
Unspeakable things that haunts you every night
 
Anyways I have no memory how I got up in attic, dusky, dusty things
I look down, there's a old photo of me when I was a little girl
With some kid holding hands, a shadow past by the photo
I keep looking around, still seeing pictures of me with that kid at the circus and
stuff that I got from the circus
What's going on here?
 
Someone walking in, hearing some foot steps
Turning around, seeing a mysterious guy
Do you nor remember me?
Are you that kid in the photos?
You thought you could get away from me, aren't you still having nightmares
about me at that circus
It's a dead carnival without you there with me
 
It used to be happy full with people and their kids
Riding on rides, eating good food
But now, it's becoming dark and scary
Nobody doesn't want to enter but some of people are still there
But can't find the exit or a way out
We need you, I need you
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I took a step back, I can't
Where were you when I needing help
My whole body is blazing with scars, it'a all your fault
Just leave me now, I rather be myself than some loser
And where is my parents?
 
They went to circus, working there but they need your help
They're a mess without you, please come with me and I'm sorry
I did wanted to help you but I couldn't
I wasn't allowed to leave unless you stop going
I'm here to take you back, I always love you since I was a little kid
 
I walk up to him, when I'm with you
I could trust you with anything, I did develop some feelings for you
But when I was growing up, trying to forget and move on my life
I took a deep breath, I love you too
You're always nice to me, taking care of me and protecting me every time I go
He pull my hair back, looking deep into my brown eyes
Would you marry me?
 
Melissa Stevens
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Nightmares Never End
 
Get your hands off me, who do you think you are
Coming in here especially where I'm trying to be alone
Yelling at me, you want things to go your way all the time
No I had it enough of you, saying things to you
That you know it's true
You can't tell me what to do, I ain't your daughter
I can't wait to get out of this house
I hate everything about you, you disgust me
Doesn't even bother to take a shower
Opening my door, what if I was changing
Can't you use your brain instead playing video games all day long
Even when you knock, you still come in here like it's your business
Can't you wait for me to open the door, you are not fit to be a father
Always poor from buying booze to make the pain go away
Mom is always have to pay for everything since you are always unwise with your
money
Can't even handle your temper
I never care about you and you expect me to have a father daughter relationship
with you
Just forget about it, it will never happen
Especially the way you treat me, yelling at me and forcing to me to to have a
relationship with you
If you know what's like to live in this house, you be gone in a few minutes, never
come back
Walking in his underwear, so gross
I remember one time when I was little, licking my eyeballs including my older
sister
You have serious issues, you never should do that to another person
I feel gross just by thinking about it
You know what my mother did, nothing
You always touch my hair even though I told you no
But you were thinking something else you weirdo
I felt so hopeless maybe that's how I dream about you raping me couple times
What's even worse that my counselors always ask me why don't you like your
stepfather
If you live in my shoes, you will understand the pain that I went through
I remember couple nights you always wake up in the middle of the night
To go to my room and just stand there
What are you doing but no I can't change their mind
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Because you never listen to me, never taken me as seriously
Just get away from me, don't need you part of my life anymore
 
Melissa Stevens
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Nothing Safe Anymore
 
Kids don't what they getting their self into
Nothing safe on TV anymore, it never was
Have you ever watch one of your kid's show?
It's actually dirtier than you think
Getting on every kids show including Disney movies
Can't even drop their soap
Do you know what your kid is getting teach to?
Have you heard the news lately?
Look closely and pay attention to the show, it's going to caught your eye
TV is brainwashing little kids, believe all the shows they are watching
Hidden messages here and there
Do you know almost of all Disney movies have witchcraft in them?
Does your kid actually know what they are saying to them or what they are
showing?
It's not only on the TV, the music they listen to
Or the clothes they wear
Falling into the deep hole
 
Melissa Stevens
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Now We Are Free
 
A old broken house on top of that hill, no sunlight
Inside it where there's no carpet, just wood and nails
A young girl has rough foot, trying to walk over to her mom, the man is where
he's hurting her
Can she have the guts to pull the trigger at abusive man
Would all this blow over, and we can be free
Where we don't have to stay here where he's has a negative attiude
Wouldn't listen to her before, felt voiceless
Would she speak up and take a stand
Say what you need to say, be brave
Had it enough with you
Hearing a women scream, running towards her even though her feet has blisters
and broken nails but can't let that stop her
Pulling the trigger, one shot one man had it coming
We can be free now, leaving that old looking house
And never looking back, this is our time to lead to freedom
I love you mom
I don't want to lose you
 
Melissa Stevens
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One Chance
 
What if you only have one chance
To redo one thing, what that could be?
Life is all about mistakes, not to regret but to move on
To start fresh, but if things change if you redo that mistake
Would it affect your life in a bad way?
If you did, good moments only last in the beginning of time
But in the end, it doesn't work out
Making your life miserable
 
Finally realized, it's right there front of you
No need to change the past or the future
Because you want everything you always wanted
It's not going to last for a lifetime
Don't drawn on your past or the future you always wanted
You just gotta be patience, it will come to you
Or you might change your mind, that person is right front of you
Take that chance
 
Melissa Stevens
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Our Connection Together
 
As I look up, the first thing I saw was my sister
Her skin doesn't matter at all
Flood of annoyance when people keep telling me we don't look alike
Of course we don't, everyone skin is different
Have you ever think what if two couple has different race
Other one is Mexican, while the other one is white
That makes perfect sense then thinking about some nonsense crap
 
When you were living with me, I gave all my attention towards you
but you pick it up and throw in the trash
Then you act like I was busy doing something else
It hurt me a lot inside but didn't know how to cope my feelings
Danielle I care a lot about you
I know the wrong and right things
 
But you were blinded in a sea with guys who giving you attention
Then you find yourself drowning in it, open up your eyes
They're using you to look at your naked body
Saying things like good morning beautiful
More like you're beautiful but I don't actually like you
 
Sister, I told you they were bad news but no
You sat there but didn't know you were eating bad stuff
Listen to me, what if God gave me the words what to say
You listen what you didn't want to hear
 
Anyways I'm sorry what I've done to you
Maybe I didn't know how to talk to you, when I say your name
You don't quite respond or pretend like I wasn't there
Am I like a living dead girl, what if I was gone forever
Would you regret things now or later?
 
Wishing we could have a real strong bond and know what to say or do
Because sometimes we sit there and looking at each other while other people are
talking
Things are better now
But don't take me for granted, sister
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Melissa Stevens
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Perdido En Mar
 
Yo mirar abajo en del mar
Abierto amplio, masticacion en su presa
Naturaleza toma que es propio curso
Tiempo tiene venir, a ser ido
Tiempo huye por asi rapido
Aqui yo soy, un viejo chico
Gasto calidad tiempo con mi esposa
Fuera en la oceano, en la velero
Navegacion una manera, lo que sea como toma a nos
Oceano es como vida, gente todos cerca usted
Busqueda para algo, ya sea eso podria ser amor o algo mas
O los dos en la camino
Buscando espalda, teniendo gemelos
Uno alegre e aventureo
Otro  en perdido en mar, no cerca a ser encontrado
Ido para siempre, nunca realmente gozar vida  que eso es
Tratar a el tope su antes fabricacion que malo eleccion
Empujando yo una manera, temblor abajo la colina
Yo mirada encima la mar, que cae abajo
Mi tiemo tiene venir y yo debe ir ahora
 
Melissa Stevens
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Something To Wake Up From
 
Someone left me a surprise on my window
So I have eggs for breakfast
What a great way to start off your morning but I have to clean my plate and
around the table
Because they left a mess
Yolks was a day old since they did it last night
But a sloppy job they did
Two people heard a car passing by but didn't drop by to stay for awhile
Because we could have taken them to a dark place where you don't see sunlight
Watching the news white it was all happening, we heard the warning
But it didn't wake up since we were already in bed
Too tired to react
Would you let this stop going through your day
Playing a game called let's do wild things to get us in trouble
People this days
 
Melissa Stevens
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Stage Acting
 
Almost on the stage but first a young woman is giving me directions where to go
and come on
Coming out of a window, walking down the brown stairs with body movements
and hand gestures
Came to a spot, sitting down amused watching a young woman sang so
beautifully
Calls for the next scene
Up in the sky
Little bad creatures in the plane
Not feeling scared, it's all act
Door wide open
Looking down where all you could see the dark blue ocean
Wondering if I should dive in
Few seconds later, starts to land
But off sided, body against the open door
Bud didn't fall off
Getting wet but moving my body where I'm not close to the door
But only my feet was wet
Acting is art to my heart, my passion in life
 
Melissa Stevens
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Sun And The Moon
 
Don't you see we belong together, sun and the moon are different people just
like you and me
You text me in middle of my beauty sleep when you can't just bare to be without
me
How can we make this work, I don't stay up late as you do
And you don't wake up as early as I do
Oh sometimes I see you in the morning, please be with me and don't ever leave
me with somebody else
You only need me, I can bright up your world with happiness and love that we
been looking for, we only need each other
My beautiful moon, I can tell when you're happy and full of love as a honeymoon
Let's go to the beach, I promise I won't burn you, just please trust me
You're all I got, I don't need planets that probaly wants to use me
All I ever wanted is you, even though I don't see you often
It's probably why I want you so badly
One morning or nighttime we can be together just you and me
Let's go exploring, spice things up a bit
I don't care about anybody else
All I want is you
 
Melissa Stevens
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That One Person
 
What if I done things differently
Taking more risk
Nothing to lose, but only rejection
That person who I love to talk to
Easygoing and friendly
Part of me likes him as a friend
Other hand, liking him more than a friend
I never thought of liking him
But it's getting to me, fun to be around with
Taking things slow, but I need to know what he's feeling
Maybe he never thought that about me
It's fine either way to me
 
Melissa Stevens
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The Life We Made
 
Life isn't always easy, you're always facing challenges and fears
Let the worrying go, don't be afraid that's in your way
You always have to face it, no more running away or sinking into depression
 
People makes mistakes that's what makes us human and it's okay
But the important thing is to learn from it not making the same mistake as the
person right next to you
 
Don't you want something, to do something great in your life
Like entering Hollywood, working with other people
Seeing how the scene comes alive
 
We make choices either good or bad or the path they take
Do whatever what makes you happy but don't be stupid
Be smart with the choices you make
Don't you want something that's a true meaning to it
Don't let it slip away out of your hands
 
Melissa Stevens
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Things Are Repeated
 
A cold breeze, a cloudy day
Wind blowing your beautiful, soft, dark brown hair
She sings everyday so beautifully and dancing in the rain
Walking towards her, then pulling her close
You shouldn't stay out here, you''ll get sick
I know guys likes her but does she loves me?
 
I'm sorry to worry you about me
I thought I didn't mean that much to you
Because when I'm around your guys friends, you pull me away
You can't even hold somebody heart for just a week
Pulling you away but you are not letting go of me
 
Just listen to me for a second
I know I might not the great boyfriend for you
But I can make it up, the time I spent with you
Knowing you're the only for me to make my day
I'm sorry that I didn't treat you like you're my girlfriend
But just trust me on this
 
I'm done, you always text me the same stuff
When are things going to spice up?
Do you not know what to say to me, is that why you are always asking the same
questions
Giving you the same answers all over again
Almost seems like a never ending
If you truly love me, show me like you do
Kiss me like you mean it or so be it
 
You're right all the things you say
Maybe I don't know how to text a girl like you
Because I don't think I like you more than a friend anymore
My love for you is gone
 
Dreaming about you cheating on me
I know what it means, lacking attention in our relationship
Or fully committed to our relationship and you know that this is all true
Picking up some hints along the way and finding that you don't want to be in this
relationship anymore, not fully committed
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Everyday feels like the same thing all over again
But not much affection, taking it slow
Almost seems like you don't really like me that much
 
You told me that I enjoy being myself or don't want to be bothered
How could you say that to me, first of all that doesn't even true
Just because maybe I'm quiet but don't enjoy being by myself
You saw me hanging about by myself, feeling uncomfortable by every second
Wondering if I should look up, you and your guy friends stay there for a minute
and then deciding to walk away
Maybe I should have look up and hang out with you guys instead
But feeling so nervous for some reason, didn't know what to do
But sit there
 
The time has come, don't think this relationship working out for the both of us
Things are repeated, same as same old
Trying to spice things up
But it's not working out
We should break out, the moment I say
We didn't go back as friends just like strangers
But that didn't bother me neither did you
 
Melissa Stevens
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Tired Of Dreaming About This
 
Enough is enough
Tired having my teeth falling or loosing
Press down a lit bit, hurts a lot
Bumps all over inside of your mouth
You dreamer, do you actually think I don't feel comfortable the way I look
Get your facts right before giving me a hassle dream
I will come out of the dream world
Knowing where the exit out
I'll be there ready to kick your butt
Enough with all these objects, no more playing games
Trust me dreamer, I will find you
 
Melissa Stevens
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Tree Of Ladders
 
It was one stormy night, houses were getting destroyed, and  families were
scared to death
Walking through a mysterious creepy forest alone in the dark, feeling a chilly
shivers up to my spine
Should I turn back where people have no clue what to do
Seeing a big unique house made of ladders going across to side to side
 
I felt people were watching me as I make a moment of success
No longer feeling afraid just braveness and light of my warmth heart
Looking up, there was one gigantic ladder that ending in cold stormy mist of the
sky
There was no looking back; maybe this faith to end all this thoughts
Who wanted to pull me down to ground with me
 
As I make a step to another a step of the ladder of success, feeling mighty proud
of myself
I felt myself getting stronger and confidence where my purpose wants me to go
 
Seeing men who were all dressed in fancy suits wanting me to be a famous poem
writer
They teach me how to publish a book, having all their ears and eyes listening to
my poems
It seems like my poems were coming alive, they felt the unknown emotions that
I felt
 
As I keep climbing higher and higher, making a step to next ladder
I can feel myself changing for the better, to become more successful in life
Taking a challenge that requires me to love myself no matter what, to feel alive
and never looking back
The stormy mist of the sky becoming sunny and soft blue skies once
again
 
Melissa Stevens
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Troubling With Love
 
I wondering what across that bridge, a chilly shivers up to my skinny spine
The sky is cloudy and foggy, where I am going
Am I lost, I haven't seen any cars passed by here
I'm starting to question about that, the trees look they are dying
I don't know what the street is, signs are hard to tell
Just like the times in day without a clock
I haven't see anyone, since I left town, haven't heard any calls from anyone
especially my step father
Who always abusing me, my mother was never at home
What's going on here, oh running out of gas is like running out of options
 
You don't know where you are going or facing
Something is telling me that I shouldn't walk to that mysterious bridge where all
darkness hid at
Should I turn back where I came from
 
There's only one road that leads to the outside of town, this is it
Clock is ticking fast, I got to do something quick
Should I jump off this bridge?
Where the water feels so cold that I might get sick or drown in this lake of my
problems
This didn't plan as I expected to be
Or maybe I could end it right now
 
Finally a car coming, it's so black and shiny
But I couldn't see the person inside, is this person going to kidnap because when
you live in this town
Everyone suffered a lot here, getting rape by their bad boyfriends or getting
abusing by people
 
He step out of his car, looking at me those darkest brown eyes, his eyes tell you
that he the most wanted
For all wrongdoings he have done
The eyes are the soul, when you look at them
You either see something you don't want to see, unable to sleep at night
Always dreaming about him and on that bridge haunted you
Scarring you for life, unable to forget the past
I should run very fast, I can feel deep down into my soul
His laugh creeps me out but feels like a soothing as a ocean
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You can't run away from me, I'm your worst nightmare and you're my property
He grabs me by arm and put me close, there's no escaping
No harder how I try to get away from him, he's stronger than me
Oh this is the end, he owns me
 
Remembering flashbacks about my past, he had the biggest crush on me
But I didn't like him at all, pushing him away
He turned evil, killing everyone who got in his way
My old school is much smaller now, their souls are full with fear
 
Somehow I'm younger and still on that bridge
I can see high school students messing around each other
This good looking guy grabs my arm gently and puts me close towards him
Would you go out with me?
 
Oh what should I say, there's no options but to say yes
This whole time thinking while I'm looking at those beautiful brown eyes
Without a doubt, I say yes
And now here I am standing close to him but there's no one around
I'm older now but not that older
Looking around the bridge again
I see many roads that leads to somewhere else
But didn't see my car, just his
As he opened the door
I don't know where I'm going but I know I'm outside of town
 
Melissa Stevens
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Under The Moonlight
 
The midnight sky is surrounded by starlight, the moon is shining my path
I don't know where I'm going, walking under the moonlight
Looking down on me, so blissful and calm night
Hearing the wolves howling under the moonlight
What a beautiful, soothing night
The wind starts to howl, back and forth
The trees laying still but the leafs leaves a sound
Music to my ears, a note that's playing on the cold breeze
Sitting down, closing my eyes
Finding myself back in my warm, comfy bed
Still hearing the music
 
Melissa Stevens
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Until The Sun Goes Down
 
One day you have me, but only that one day
Until the sun goes down
Then I must leave
But now the time we had
To make every moment adventurous and passionate as two love birds
Singing a love song, a soft, unforgettable note
I love seeing you, it makes my day whole lot brighter
Then going out to fight for our country
Seeing dead bodies all around me, pain that I can never escape from
War and love are two different things, doesn't go together
Like you and me
Making our relationship to work out for the both of us
But just until the sun goes down
I love you more than anything but it's my job to fight for this country
 
Must pay the price, without having a recipient
To return it back, the pain and sorrow
That I cause you, knowing what's the cost is
Trying to get through our days without feeling pain and sorrow
But how can that me when I killing people all day
Soldiers that I shot, probably have families or at least want to start one
How can that work, to start a family and rising them without a father
To look after and teach them how to do things
While you tuck them to bed, waking them up with a breakfast in bed when they
are sick
 
Down to last hope, this is it
The sun is going down and I must go
I don't think I will ever make it back, just look after our child
And remember that I fought for this country, freedom and rights
Every time I wake up, seeing two birds flying right next to their side
If I was a bird, I'll sing you a love lullaby until the sun goes down
When my time comes, I'll see you in heaven when your time is up
Rest in peace
 
Melissa Stevens
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Waiting All Night
 
I wait but where are you?
The time is really flying by, I worry but then I stop
Why haven't you call me?
Checking the clock, it almost two clock
Drowning in a sea of worrying and stress
Where are you?
Waiting all night for you to come home
 
My mind is not in the right place
Oh please come home, I can't stand sleeping by myself
Without you here in bed
It's almost morning, but where are you?
Waiting and waiting
Tick clock, tick clock
 
Did he crash on the way here?
Drowning in worrying but I can't help it
I know that I shouldn't, please come home
I can't sleep without you here
Waiting all night for you
 
Melissa Stevens
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Warning Must Read
 
Teaching and learning
But what happens when your child learns a bad thing?
From a TV show or something they getting expose to perhaps a toy
But yet they don't know what it is
Could it be safe where your child's finger doesn't get burn from that EasyBake
oven
 
Things are never safe, do you know that some toys are actually sexual
A world we live in where kids are watching witchcraft from TV show or a movie
from Disney
Toys is almost like playing with yourself where the toy shows private parts
I'm not joking, look it up for yourself
Or putting kid's mouth on thing that looks a man private part
 
Make sure the toy is safe to play with it
There was a actual toy that has real uranium and science stuff
That your kid shouldn't mess around all, it's very dangerous
Could get poke by nails or maybe get killed by those darts
Look it up for yourself, pay attention of what you are actually buying for your
kids
Or getting expose to
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What Path Are You Taking?
 
When someone enters a path
A path is when you go somewhere
Somewhere far away, out of your comfort zone
Are you zoning it out?
Out in the ocean
Is the ocean dark or clear?
Clear as the sky and sun
Or Midnight as the dark sky
 
Way up there
There to succeed your goals
Kicking a soccer ball right to the goaler 
Score, an other goal accomplish
Feeling mighty proud of myself
 
Do I know where I am going?
Do I have a idea where I want to go?
Is this path where I need to be?
If not, I gotta change my routes
Looking at the map where I need to be
We find mistakes along the path
But mistakes what's makes the person where who we are today
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Zombies
 
Pulling me down with you, in a river of zombies that we made enemies with
No doubt about that, is this how we going to end up where we are going to turn
one of those
The cold water turns red blood, the broken promises, who are we to say we are
any good in our souls
But at first we didn't get along the first time we met but you show me not to give
up
I'm the heart while you are my wooden spiky arrow that i got shot by
Your love was too dangerous that I might drown in
Suffering at first but you pull me out with your arms
But why can't you do it again
Oh i fall in love with you again even though I shouldn't
Just great
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